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LTW Movie Critics Club Newsletter #1
Us
Rating: R (for violence/terror, and language)
Genre: Horror, Mystery & Suspense
Written & Directed By: Jordan Peele
In Theaters: Mar 22, 2019
Runtime: 120 minutes

1. Avengers: Infinity War
2. Captain America: Civil War
3. Black Panther

Haunted by an unexplainable and unresolved trauma from her past and

4. Captain America: Winter Soldier

compounded by a string of eerie coincidences, Adelaide feels her paranoia
5. Thor: Ragnarok

elevate to high-alert as she grows increasingly certain that something bad is
going to befall her family. After spending a tense beach day with their friends,

6. Spider-Man: Homecoming

the Tylers (Emmy winner Elisabeth Moss, Tim Heidecker, Cali Sheldon, Noelle
Sheldon), Adelaide and her family return to their vacation home. When darkness

7. Guardians of the Galaxy: Vol 1

falls, the Wilsons discover the silhouette of four figures holding hands as they
8. Guardians of the Galaxy: Vol 2

Britney’s Grade

9. Iron Man

12. Captain America: First Avenger
13. Marvel’s Avengers
14. AntMan & The Wasp

and uncanny opponent: doppelgängers of themselves. - Rotten Tomatoes

Grading Scale

10. Avengers: Age of Ultron
11. Iron Man 2

stand in the driveway. Us puts an endearing American family against a terrifying

Kevin’s Grade

1 – Wouldn’t recommend it
2 - Check it out if you want
3 - I don’t love or hate it
4 - I liked it was pretty good
5 - I loved it and can’t stop talking about it

Britney Kiki, Harlem Renaissance HS, Senior c/o 2019 -“The acting was phenomenal but there were

16. Thor

scenes that didn’t correlate with each other and didn’t contribute substantially to the over theme of the movie. When I
walked away, I wanted to know more about what was being portrayed, what the hidden messages were. People in
the theater really enjoyed the comedic breaks, throughout, theater would burst out into laughter. I would recommend
the movie to my classmates if they’re into suspenseful movies with underlining themes and messages.”

17. Captain Marvel

Kevin Daniels, LTW Program Manager -“ Initially, I was concerned with the expectations for movie because

15. AntMan

18. Iron Man 3
19. Thor 2
20. Doctor Strange
21. Incredible Hulk

‘Get Out’ was such a hit but Jordan Peele delivered. The movie kept me thinking and reevaluating each character
and the movies hidden messages. There were many twist and turns but the action picked up almost immediately.
There wasn’t much wasted picture time with build up. Essentially the movie leaves you asking many follow up
questions, thinking through several layers yearning to connect the dots.

